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Abstract

The object of this article is to discuss the bone pyxides discovered in the Sarmatian graves from the north and north-west of the Black Sea. The study, without being exhaustive, attempts a presentation of the graves where bone pyxides
were identified, but also of the cultural environments where similar toiletry pieces were used. The conclusion is that bone pyxides in Sarmatian graves from the
north and north-west Pontic territory are mainly Roman products. Nonetheless,
it is not excluded that some pyxides are copies of the first, made in local workshops (north-Pontic). The author notes that all Sarmatian graves containing bone
pyxides date, on the basis of grave goods, to the second half of the 1st – early/first
decades of the 2nd c. AD. Furthermore, it is noted they are usually part of the
grave group belonging to the new wave of Sarmatians arriving to the north-Pontic
area starting with mid 1st c. AD from east of the Don and that in the second half
of the 1st – first decades of the 2nd c. AD they form a well marked local cultural-chronological horizon. Last but not least, the author notes that pyxides are part
of funerary features dating to the period of major inflow of Roman artifacts to the
Sarmatian environment set between AD 60/70 – 120/130.
Keywords: the Sarmatians, pyxides, artifacts, imports, graves, the north Pontic
area, the Roman Empire

Pyxides are toiletry objects, commonly cylindrical, rather well spread in the
Graeco-Roman world, but also intensively used in other cultural environments.
Over the course of the ancient times, pyxides were made of clay, metal, marble,
alabaster, rarely of glass or plaster, to which add those in bone, widely spread
and used (Sokol’skij 1971, 199; Béal and Feugère 1983, 115-116; Peters 1986,
68; Moshkova 1989, 188-189; Mordvintseva and Trejster 2007, I, 55-56; Bârcă
2017, 101 sqq.). However, the basic material used from the very beginning in
the making of these pieces was wood (Sokol’skij 1971, 199)1. They are lidded,
while in some metal specimens a fastening/hanging system to the belt/strap
(cf. Bârcă 2017, 102) may be noted. Pyxides mainly served for preserving makeup paints, certain substances/powders used for embellishment or aromatic
1

For the analysis of a number of over 100 wood pyxides from territories north the Black Sea
dated to the 5th c. BC – 4th c. AD see pages 200-215.
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substances and rarely, mineral materials, resins or plants believed healing. The
remains of these substances are occasionally found inside the pyxides. Most
specimens from the Sarmatian environment of the first centuries AD are bonemade, yet there are also wood or metal specimens etc. For the making of bone
pyxides in the ancient period elephant bones, large cattle and horses were used.
Among the bone pieces from the Graeco-Roman world count also specimens
decorated with depictions made in relief. Usually, these artifacts are attributes
of female graves, but there are also cases when they were discovered in male
graves (Sokol’skij 1971, 200; Gushchina and Zasetskaya 1994, 33) as well.
In the north-Pontic area, bone cylindrical pyxides were widely spread in the
first two centuries AD, although they were also used in the previous period (cf.
Peters 1986, 68-70).
Bone pyxides are frequent in the first centuries AD in the Roman provincial environment (Davidson 1952, 136, Pl. 69, no. 965, 137, Pl. 70, no. 964; Alföldi 1957, 488, Pl. CXXXIV/14; Pleniscar-Gec 1972, Pl. CCX/6; Petru 1972,
Pl. IX/26, XV/1, LXI/4, LXIV/4, LXVIII/24, XCV/13; Marangou 1976, no.
217, 125, Pl. 64/a, b; Goethert-Polaschek 1977, Pl. 3, 5, 9; Mackensen 1978, Pl.
76/2; Béal, and Feugère 1983,115-126; Groh 1990, 17-23; Groh 1994, 187-195;
Bíró 1994, 41, 127, Pl. LI-LII; Deschler-Erb 1998, Band 27/1, 179-180, Pl. 4445, Band 27/2, 332-333; Bíró et al. 2012, 17, 95-98), yet they are often found
among finds in Greek towns and their cemeteries from the north of the Black
Sea (Ivanova 1955, 407, Fig. 2; Sokol’skij 1971, 209, Pl. XXIX/14-15; XXX/14;
Peters 1986, 68-70, 143-145, 177, Pl. XIV; Medvedev 2009, 170, Fig. 3/3; Medvedev 2011, Fig. 3/1, 4/12 (originate in late ancient date graves); Zhuravlev and
Lomtandze 2002, 77, cat. no. 289), the late Scythian environment of Crimea
(Gushchina 1982, 26; Vysotskaya 1994, 98, 119, Pl. 5; Puzdrovskij 2007, 155156, Fig. 133/12-15, 135/1-8, 136/1-2, 6-7) and that Meotian (Marčenko and
Limberis 2008, 309, cat. no. 177.3, 181.2, Pl. 185/3, 190/2). Because of the archaeological finds, dynamically on the rise, but also the publishing of the results of previous research, the number of pyxides increased, while new finds
were reported in various cultural environments. Nevertheless, it must be noted that pyxides, either of bone, wood or metal are not very numerous in the
Sarmatian environment2 . This state of fact indicates, according to M. G. Mosh2

For wood pyxides in the Sarmatian environment we may mention the wood cylindrical specimen
identified, among other wood wares, in T 4 G 4 from Olănești to the right of the Lower Dniester
(Melyukova 1962, 204-205; Kurchatov and Bubulici 2003, 300, 301). Its body extremities were
decorated with two incised lines and the lid with two concentric circles. A wood pyxide comes
also from T 43 discovered between the places of Kazanskaya and Tiflisskaya (Tbilisskaya) in
the Kuban region (Gushchina and Zasetskaya 1994, 33, cat. no. 115, Pl. 12/115; Marčenko and
Limberis 2008, 347, cat. no. 39 Pl. 68/7).
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kova, that Sarmatian women used them for keeping makeup paints, embellishment substances/powders etc., leather sachets or fiber materials, their remains
being found quite often within graves (Moshkova 1989, 188).
In the area between the Don and the Prut such bone artifacts, either complete or fragmentary, were discovered in several Sarmatian graves (Fig. 9).
Amongst count T 6 G 1 from the cemetery at Sladkovka, 1977 (Maksimenko
1998, 132, Fig. 55/13) (Fig. 2/3), T 2 G 1 at Novofilippovka (Simonenko 2008,
80, cat. no. 124.1, Pl. 136/4; Simonenko 2011, 174, cat. no. 11.1, Fig. 67/6)3
(Fig. 1/1), T 2 G 1 at Novofilippovka4 (Vyaz’mitina et al. 1960, 44, Fig. 27/4;
Simonenko 2008, 80, cat. no. 125.2, Pl. 137/3; Simonenko 2011, 174, cat. no.
12.2), the eastern grave group (Fig. 1/2), T 18 from Akkermen’ II5 (Vyaz’mitina et al. 1960,78, Fig. 64/4; Simonenko 2008, 80-81, cat. no. 128.1, Pl. 139/2a;
Simonenko 2011, 176, cat. no. 17.1), the western grave group (Fig. 1/3), T IV
from the eastern group of graves from Akkermen’ II6 (Vyaz’mitina et al. 1960,
85, Fig. 68/6; Simonenko 2008, 81, cat. no. 130.3, Pl. 141/1e; Simonenko 2011,
177, cat. no. 19.3, Fig. 67/3) (Fig. 1/4), T 13 G 1 at Novo-Podkryazh7 (Kostenko
1977, 124; Moshkova 1989, 188, Pl. 80/14; Simonenko 2008, 60, cat. no. 37.1,
Pl. 26/1; Simonenko 2011, 186, cat. no. 48.1, Fig. 67/1; Bârcă and Symonenko
2009, 178, Fig. 64/8) (Fig. 3/1), T 45 G 1 at Ust’-Kamenka8 (Fig. 3/2) (Kostenko 1993, 49, Fig. 16/32; Simonenko 2008, 64, cat. no. 63.3, Pl 48/2b; Simonenko 2011, 190-191, cat. no. 59.3, Fig. 67/2; Bârcă and Symonenko 2009, 178,
Fig. 64/2), Tsvetna9 (Fig. 2/1) (Simonenko 2008, 70, cat. no. 87.4, Pl. 80/1; Simonenko 2011, 206, cat. no. 90.4, Fig. 67/5), Kovalevka, the Sokolova Mogila G
3 barrow grave10 (Fig. 2/2) (Kovpanenko 1986, 78-80, Fig. 82-83; Simonenko
2008, 75, cat. no. 99.9, Pl 107/3; Simonenko 2011, 223, cat. no. 110.8, Fig. 67/4;
Bârcă and Symonenko 2009, 178, Fig. 64/3) to which adds that from T 424 G
2 at Krasnopolka (Simonenko 2008, 68, cat. no. 81, Pl. 165; Simonenko 2011,
194, cat. no. 68; Bârcă 2014a, 53-54), T 20 G 1 (Fig. 4/1-3) (Bârcă 2006, 161,
278, Fig. 7/3-5; Bârcă and Symonenko 2009, 178, Fig. 64/1) and T 27 G 111
(Fig. 4/4) from Bădragii Vechi (Bârcă 2006, 161, 284, Fig. 17/5), and that in T 9
3

Body height – 3 cm; lid diameter 3.4 cm; midway body diameter 3 cm; base diameter – 3.4 cm.
Height – 3.8 cm; diameter – 3.4 cm.
5
Height – 3.9 cm; midway body diameter – 3.2 cm.
6
Height – 4 cm; lid diameter – 4 cm; base diameter 4.1 cm.
7
Pyxis height lid included – 6.7 cm; lid diameter – 4.8 cm.
8
Height – 5.8 cm; midway body diameter – 3.4 cm; lid height with elongated profiled knob included -2.7 cm.
9
Height – 3.2 cm; lid diameter – 3 cm; base diameter – 3.5 cm.
10
Height with lid included – 4.5 cm; lid and base diameter – 3.5 cm.
11
Height – 6.2 cm; diameter – 3.3 and 4 cm, base diameter – 3.8 cm, lid diameter – 4.1 cm.
4
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Fig. 1. Bone pyxides. 1. Novofilippovka (T 2 G 1); 2. Novofilippovka (T 2 G 1, eastern grave
group); 3. Akkermen’ II (T 18, western grave group); 4. Akkermen’ II (T IV, eastern grave group)
(after Simonenko 2008).

Fig. 2. Bone pyxides. 1. Tsvetna; 2. Kovalevka, Sokolova Mogila barrow (G 3) (after Simonenko
2008); 3. Sladkovka, 1977 (T 6 G 1) (after Maksimenko 1998).
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Fig. 3. Bone pyxides. 1. Novo-Podkryazh (T 13 G 1); 2. Ust’-Kamenka (T 45 G 1) (after Simonenko
2008).

Fig. 4. 1-3. Bădragii Vechi (T 20 M 1); 4. Bădragii Vechi (T 27 G 1); 5. Dumeni (T 9 G 13) (after
Bârcă 2006).
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G 13 from Dumeni (Fig. 4/5) (Grosu 1988, 84, Fig. 3/7; Grosu 1990, 58; Bârcă
2006, 161, 309, Fig. 51/1).
Such bone pieces are also present in a series of Sarmatian graves from the
north-east of the Black Sea, the Don-Volga interfluve and the territories east of
Volga (Cf. Fig. 9).
In the Kuban region (north-east of the Black Sea) bone pyxides, either
complete or parts of them, were discovered in the secondary grave from the
“Ostryj” barrow at Yaroslavskaya12 (Fig. 6/1) (Marčenko and Limberis 2008,
309, 335, cat. no. 2.6, Pl. 2/2), in the graves from T 4413 (Fig. 5/1) (Gushchina
and Zasetskaya 1994, 33, 49, cat. no. 127, Pl. 13/127; Marčenko and Limberis
2008, 309, 347, cat. no. 40.2, Pl. 69/8) and T 4514 (Fig. 5/2) (Gushchina and
Zasetskaya 1994, 33, 49, cat. no. 132, Pl. 13/132) between the places of Kazanskaya and Tiflisskaya (Tbilisskaya), the graves in T 1815 (Fig. 5/3) (Gushchina
and Zasetskaya 1994, 33, 60, cat. no. 300, Pl. 32/300; Marčenko and Limberis
2008, 309, 350, cat. no. 51.3, Pl. 78/2) and T 2016 (Fig. 5/4) (Gushchina and Zasetskaya 1994, 33, 62, cat. no. 322, Pl. 34/322; Marčenko and Limberis 2008,
309, 350, cat. no. 52.3, Pl. 81/3) from Tiflisskaya (Tbilisskaya), to which adds
the specimen from the barrow grave at Kunchukokhabl’17 (Fig. 6/2) (Marčenko
and Limberis 2008, 309, 356, cat. no. 74.4, Pl. 110/1).
In the Don-Volga interfluve such fragmentary pieces were discovered in the
rich barrow grave (T 1 G 1) at “Dachi” (Fig. 6/3) (Bespalyj 1992, 177, Fig. 1/6),
T 1 G 1 at Vysochino, 1978 (Maksimenko 1998, 132), T 2 G 1 at Novoaleksandrovka, 1977 (Maksimenko 1998, 132) (left of the Danube mouths) and T 44
G 1 in the Krivoj Liman cemetery, left of the Lower Don, 1980 (Fig. 6/4) (Maksimenko 1998, 132, Fig. 16/6, 55/12; Bespalyj and Luk’yashko 2018, 9, 11, 12,
Fig. 373). To these adds the specimen from the main grave of a Sarmatian barrow from Sadovoe18 (Fig. 7) (Firsov 1998, 129, 133-134, Fig. 3), west the Lower
Volga.
In the territories east of Volga, a bone pyxis comes from grave T 6 in the
Kurpe Baj cemetery (Western Kazakhstan)19 (Fig. 8) (cf. Senigova 1956, 144,
148, Pl. IV/1; Moshkova 1989, 188).
12

Height – 3.8 cm; diameter – 3.7 cm.
Height – 4.5 cm; diameter – 3 cm.
14
Surviving base diameter – 2.9 cm.
15
Height – 5.5 cm; diameter – 3 cm.
16
Height – 5.3 cm; diameter – 3.2 cm.
17
Height - 5 cm; mouth diameter - 3 cm; base diameter - 4 cm.
18
Body height – 3.1 cm; outer mouth diameter – 2.1 cm; outer lid diameter– 3.1 cm; base diameter 2.6 cm.
19
Height - 4 cm; mouth diameter – 3.5 cm; base diameter - 4 cm.
13
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Fig. 5. Bone pyxides. 1. Kazanskaya/Tiflisskaya (T 44); 2. Kazanskaya/Tiflisskaya (T 45); 3.
Tiflisskaya (T 18); 4. Tiflisskaya (T 20) (after Marčenko and Limberis 2008 (1, 3-4); Gushchina and
Zasetskaya 1994 (2)).

Fig. 6. Bone pyxides. 1. Yaroslavskaya (“Ostryj” barrow); 2. Kunchukokhabl’ (after Marčenko/
Limberis 2008); 3. ”Dachi” (T 1 G 1) (after Bespalyj 1992); 4. Krivoy Liman (T 44 G 1) (after
Maksimenko 1998).
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In the Sarmatian environment of
the Great Hungarian Plain the pyxides
discovered within graves are mainly of
metal (Cf. Párducz 1941, Pl. XXII/4; Párducz 1950, 9, 24, 26, Pl. VII/5a-b, VIII/7,
LXXII/9, LXXIV/3, 5; Párducz 1950a,
69, 70-71, Pl. XIV/2/1a-e; Vaday 1980,
57, Pl. 19/2; Vaday 1989, 124, 259, cat.
no. 214/8, Pl. 74/11, 281, cat. no. 396/3,
Pl. 153/8; Vaday and Szőke 1983,113;
Bozsik 2003, 102, Fig. 7/6, 8/6; Bârcă
2014, 136-138; Bârcă 2017), bone artefacts being currently unknown.
From the point of view of the geographical location, in the territories
east of Volga there is only one piece,
it being in fact the most eastern find.
In the Don-Volga interfluve, these artifacts are represented by five finds.
Amongst, three are from the left of
the Don mouths, one from around the
Lower Don and the fifth from a place
located half the way between the Volga
and the Lower Don. Other six pyxides
come from the north-east of the Black
Sea (Kuban region) (Fig. 9).
In the case of the finds above, the
majority come mainly from territories
closer to the Bosporan Kingdom.
In the north-Pontic Sarmatian environment between the Don and the
Prut, such artifacts are represented by
13 finds. Amongst, six come from the
area between the Don and the Dnieper,
three from the Dnieper-Bug interfluve,
a specimen comes from the right of the
Lower Bug, and other three from the
area between the Dniester and the Prut
(Cf. Fig. 9).

Fig. 7. Bone pyxis in the Sadovoe barrow
(after Firsov 1998).

Fig. 8. Bone pyxis in barrow 6 from the
Kurpe Baj cemetery (after Senigova 1956).
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Fig. 9. Map of bone pyxides distribution in the Sarmatian environment from the territories
between the Prut and Ural Negre: 1. Kurpe Baj; 2. Sadovoe; 3. Krivoj Liman (T 44 G 1); 4. “Dachi”
(T 1 G 1); 5. Novoaleksandrovka (T 2 G 1); 6. Vysochino (T 1 G 1); 7. Kazanskaya / Tiflisskaya (T 44);
8. Kazanskaya / Tiflisskaya (T 45); 9. Tiflisskaya (T 18); 10. Tiflisskaya (T 20); 11. Kunchukokhabl’;
12. Yaroslavskaya (“Ostryj” barrow); 13. Sladkovka, 1977 (T 6 G 1); 14. Novofilippovka (T 2 G 1),
15. Novofilippovka (T 2 G 1, eastern grave group), 16. Akkermen’ II (T 18, western grave group),
17. Akkermen’ II (T IV, eastern grave group), 18. Novo-Podkryazh (T 13 G 1), 19. Ust’-Kamenka (T
45 G 1), 20. Tsvetna, 21. Kovalevka, tumulus Sokolova Mogila (G 3), 22. Krasnopolka (T 424 G 2),
23. Bădragii Vechi (T 20 G 1), 24. Bădragii Vechi (T 27 G 1), 25. Dumeni (T 9 G 13).

All bone specimens from within the graves between the Don and the Prut,
but also in the Sarmatian environment of the territories east of the Don and
Volga, as well as from the north-east of the Black Sea, are characterised by a
series of general typological features. Their body is cylindrical or cylindrical
with slightly concave walls, while some of the specimens have the body slightly
narrowed in the upper part. Their diameter is not very large, which is explained
by the specificity of the material they are made of. A part of the pyxides are
decorated in the lower body half with incised lines. The base of all pyxides is
made of another disc-shaped bone piece, occasionally decorated with incised
concentric circles, set on their cylindrical body. The lid is most often profiled,
some specimens having set an elongated profiled knob in the lid’s central part20.
Most lids are made of a circle-shaped body in which the disc piece is set, yet
there are also specimens made of a single bone piece. The lid disc is either bulg20

Their shape is similar to that of the chess pown.
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ing or decorated with sunken concentric circles, forming a well marked surface.
Among the bone pyxides from the north and north-Pontic Sarmatian environment there are no specimens with depictions figured in relief on their body, like
those in the Roman environment21.
All bone pyxides from the Sarmatian graves have numerous parallels among
the finds from various cultural environments of the first two centuries AD, but
especially in that Roman provincial. The pieces in the Sarmatian environment
have parallels also among the wood pyxides from the north-Pontic space of the
first centuries AD (Sokol’skij 1971, 205, Pl. XXIX/6, 8, 10, 11, 15, XXX/3, 6, 8,
XXXI/7-11).
***
The pyxides in the Sarmatian environment of the territories between the
Don and Prut were discovered beside various classes of artifacts. They, together with other elements, allow a more accurate chronological framing of both
graves and period of use.
The grave at Novofilippovka (T 2 G 1), for which information regarding
the pit shape and the position of the deceased is missing, contained among
the grave goods scarabs of Egyptian faience, grape-shaped pendants, amphora-shaped pendants and an altar-shaped amulet, all of Egyptian faience. To
these adds a returned foot brooch, three pottery wares, of which worthy of note
is a wheel-thrown cup with everted rim and spout (Simonenko 2008, 80, Pl.
136, Simonenko 2011, 174, cat. no. 11, Fig. 24, 69/16).
In A. K. Ambroz’s classification, the brooch of Novofilippovka belongs to
the second variation of series I in group 15 of brooches characterised by not
very curved, downward bow, and foot slightly widened by the extremity compared to the rest of the body (Ambroz 1966, 49, Pl. 9/7). The same author includes in this series both outer chord brooches and those with inner chord, of
which it was argued that only part of the early specimens had inner chord (Ambroz 1966, 48 sqq.). The brooches in the second variation were dated by A. K.
Ambroz to the 1st century AD, mainly the second half, without yet excluding
the possibility of their use by early 2nd century AD (Ambroz 1966, 49).
The large number of such brooches made of a single metal piece with inner
chord discovered in the last four decades, allowed V. V. Kropotov (Kropotov
2010, 129-150) to frame all specimens in series II of brooches with returned
foot wound onto the bow from the fourth group. Within the series, they were
divided, based on certain peculiarities, into four variations. The brooch from
Novofilippovka belongs to shape 1 of the second variation of series II (Krop21

For such pyxides see references in works quoted in note 6.
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otov 2010, 131, Fig. 40/2, 5, 11). Finds of such brooches mainly cluster in the
Lower Dnieper river basin and Crimea, yet they are also sporadically found
in the Kuban region, North Caucasus and the north-west Pontic territories.
Chronologically, brooches in this variation are dated to the second half of the
1st c. – early 2nd c. AD (Kropotov 2010, 131), as in fact confirmed by the artifacts they were identified with within the features.
The second grave from Novofilippovka (T 2 G 1, eastern group of graves)
is a main burial within a Sarmatian barrow. The gravepit is rectangular (2.2 x 1
m), had the dead placed head towards the SW. The grave was looted. Beside the
pyxis, among the surviving grave goods count a wheel thrown cup, a fragment
of a massive bronze piece, a quiver with three-winged iron arrowheads, with
socket, bronze rivets and one terra sigillata (Vyaz’mitina et al. 1960, 44-45, Fig.
27; Simonenko 2008, 80, Pl. 137/1-7; Simonenko 2011, 174, cat. no. 12) aryballos, indicative of a dating to the second half of the 1st – early 2nd c. AD.
The grave in T 18 from Akkermen’ II is a main burial, in a rectangular pit
(1.8 x 0.6 m), with the dead head towards SW. It was looted. The grave goods
also contained a bracelet, five clasps in the shape of links and one earring, all of
bronze, to which also adds a glass bead and a handmade jar (Vyaz’mitina et al.
1960, 78, Fig. 64; Simonenko 2008, 80-81, Pl. 139/2a-e; Simonenko 2011, 176,
cat. no. 17).
The grave in T IV at Akkermen’ II (eastern group of graves) is a main burial, in a square pit (Vyaz’mitina et al. 1960, 84-85, Fig. 68; Simonenko 2008, 81,
Pl. 141/1a-f; Simonenko 2011, 176-177, cat. no. 19). Alike the preceding, it was
also looted. Beside the pyxis, among the grave goods were recovered a wheelthrown jug with strongly everted rim shaped as a funnel, short narrow neck,
bulging body and ringfoot, a small wheel-thrown jar, handmade pottery fragments, a tazza type vessel with inverted rim, a bronze buckle with ring-shape
prong and a bronze brooch. The latter has bilateral spring made of four coils,
outer chord, curved widened bow in the form of a rhomboid plate, solid catchplate, rectangular and foot extremity raised above and twisted in the form of a
loop/coil. The bow is decorated with incised oblique lines.
In A. K. Ambroz’s typology, such brooches belong to variation three of
group 13 (Ambroz 1966, 45, Pl. 5/15-16). The same author maintains they
were used extensively over the 1st c. AD, partially found also by early 2nd c.
AD (Ambroz 1966, 45). In V. V. Kropotov’s recent classification, such brooches
are part of series I, form 3 of group 8 (Kropotov 2010, 185, Fig. 55/11-14, 16,
21, 23). Chronologically, the six forms of this series are often found together in
both features of the second half of the 1st – early 2nd c. AD and in some later
(Kropotov 2010, 185). This indicates their use for a long time. The finds of such
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brooches cluster mainly in the Lower Don area, Crimea, Kuban region and the
territory north the Caucasus, but also sporadically in the territories from the
north and north-west of the Black Sea (Kropotov 2010, 185, 186-201, Fig. 56).
Based on the dating of the artifacts from the grave in T IV, yet also the
chronological framing of the other graves from Akkermen’ II, it may be argued
they date sometime to the second half of the 1st c. – early 2nd c. AD.
The pyxis from Novo-Podkryazh (T 13 G 1) counts among the grave goods
of a main catacomb grave, with the deceased extended, head to the NW. The
goods also included a wheel-thrown jar and cup, a whetstone, a mirror with
round and flat disc, amethyst and carnelian beads, but also one amber and crystal bead each (Kostenko 1977, 124; Simonenko 2008, 60, Pl. 26, 27/1a-c; Simonenko 2011, 186, cat. no. 48).
Mirrors of the type at Novo-Podkryazh are the simplest type of such toiletries from the Sarmatian world, being used as early as the Early Sarmatian period
(Cf. Khazanov 1963, 62; Maksimenko 1983, 96-97, Fig. 16-17, 19; Skripkin 1990,
150; Skripkin and Klepikov 2004, 99, Fig. 4/31-35; Marchenko 1996, 19-20;
Bârcă 2006a, 93-95; Bârcă and Symonenko 2009, 74-75; Simonenko 1993, 28;
Simonenko 2004, 139). They were massively used by the Sarmatians in the 1st
c. BC – 1st c. AD (Khazanov 1963, 64), particularly in the latter (Skripkin 1990,
153; see for finds of mirrors of the type to the 1st c. AD in Abramova 1971, 121132; Grosu 1990; Simonenko and Lobaj 1991, 57; Kostenko 1993, 106, 113; Simonenko 1993, 85; Marchenko 1996, 19-20; Bârcă 2006, 148-150; Bârcă 2006a,
93-95; Bârcă and Symonenko 2009, 74-75, 171-172; Glukhov 2003; Simonenko
2004, 139, 144). Once with the end of the 1st c. AD, such mirrors ceased to exist in the Sarmatian world east of the Don, while by early 2nd c. AD only singular specimens may be found (Khazanov 1963, 64; Skripkin 1990, 153, Fig. 44.
A. A. Glukhov believes that in the Don-Volga interfluve, the upper limit of the
use of round disc mirrors may be placed most likely by mid 1st c. AD, without
yet excluding some specimens being fashionable also in the second half (Glukhov
2003, 91). In the north-Pontic region east of the Don, mirrors of the type are frequent within 1st c. AD-graves, especially the second half. In the same area, simple disc mirrors are rare also in a series of graves from early/first half of the 2nd c.
AD. Mirrors with round flat disc are present also in other cultural environments
(Cf. Bârcă 2006, 149 with bibliography), the Great Hungarian Plain Sarmatian
milieu included (Istvánovits and Kulcsár 1993, 9-58; Bârcă 2016, 55-61).
The grave at Ust’-Kamenka (T 45 G 1) is a main burial in a square funerary
pit with the deceased (woman) extended, head to the NW. Its grave goods include, beside the pyxis, a wheel-thrown bowl, reddish, a glass unguentarium, a
bronze bowl, a bronze brooch, a pendant and bronze clasps, two wheel-thrown
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censers and one vessel, a wheel-thrown jar, an iron knife, two spindle weights
and many glass, crystal, carnelian and onyx beads (Kostenko 1993, 48-50, Fig.
16, 17/1-20; Simonenko 2008, 64, Pl 48/2a-e, 49-50; Simonenko 2011, 190-191,
cat. no. 59).
The brooch has bilateral spring, formed of four coils and outer chord, bandshaped flattened bow and trapezoid catchplate. The bow is decorated by incisions and has a knob by the foot end.
In A. K. Ambroz’s typology, the brooch at Ust’-Kamenka may be framed
to the first three brooch variants with flattened bow and trapezoid catchplate
with a more or less marked knob by the end (group 12) (Ambroz 1966, 43, Pl.
5/2-9). In V. V. Kropotov’s recent work, such brooches belong to variation 2 in
group 9 (Kropotov 2010, 212, Fig. 61-62), though some features ascribe it also
to the first variation.
A. K. Ambroz dated the brooches in the first variation to the 1st c. AD,
while those in variation three to the end of the 1st – first half of the 2nd c. AD
(Ambroz 1966, 43). The first two variations of the specimens from Crimea are
dated to the last quarter of the 1st c. AD, while the emergence of the brooches in
variation three is placed by the eve between the 1st – 2nd c. AD, with the note
of use of some specimens until mid-third quarter of the 2nd c. AD (Puzdrovskij
2007, 181, 185, 188). Subsequent to the analysis of all these brooches from the
north-Pontic area, V. V. Kropotov concluded that the specimens in the first variation date to the second half of the 1st – early 2nd c. AD, while those in the
second over the 2nd c. AD (Kropotov 2010, 213). The finds of such brooches
cluster mainly in the lower Don area, Crimea and the Kuban region, but also
sporadically in the territories from the north and north-west of the Black Sea
(Kropotov 2010, Fig. 60, 62).
Another very good dating element is the glass unguentarium of type Isings 6.
Such unguentaria were dated by C. Isings to the 1st c. AD (Isings 1957, 22-23).
N. Z. Kunina and N. P. Sorokina ascribe such glass vessels to type II, being dated to the 1st – early 2nd c. AD (Kunina and Sorokina, 1972, 169-171, Fig. 11).
In the Sarmatian and Meotian environment from the Kuban region, such pieces
come from second half of the 1st – early 2nd c. AD graves (Marčenko and Limberis 2008, 303, map, 9, cat. no. 51, 2, 73, 4, 127, 1, 141, 1, 157, 1, 172, 1, 198, 6-7).
The find of two censers within the same grave, occasionally one on top of
the other, is a chronological and cultural mark of the Middle Sarmatian period (Skripkin 1990, 99). In the Sarmatian graves from the north and north-west
Pontic area, this innovative custom emerges by mid 1st c. AD and is found mainly in a series of graves and cemeteries from the second half of the 1st – early/first
half of the 2nd c. AD (Cf. Bârcă 2006, 77; Bârcă 2015, 53; Bârcă and Symonenko
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2009, 117-118). This custom as well as some censer types were carried to the
north and north-Pontic area by the new Sarmatian tribes arriving from the east.
In fact, it is not fortuitous that the finds from the north and north-west of the
Black Sea come mainly from most definite eastern feature graves.
On the basis of the dating of all artifacts from the grave in T 45, it may be
argued it dates sometime to the end of the 1st c. – early 2nd c. AD.
The pyxis from Tsvetna was discovered together with a bronze jar (Oinochoe) with trilobate rim of type Eggers 124, a type Eggers 137 bronze casserole,
a silver jar, not very vertical with ringfoot, a bronze cauldron, a golden bracelet
with hexagonal section, a golden buckle, a cauldron-shaped pendant and several types of golden dress appliques, belt fittings, a fine red fabric wheel-thrown
cup, fragments of a dark grey cup and from an amphora handle. There add also
sword fragments and several three-winged iron arrowheads with socket etc.
(Simonenko 2008, 69-70, Pl. 77-81; Simonenko 2011, 203-206, cat. no. 90, Fig.
7/1-2, 18/6-7, 28, 40; Mordvintseva and Trejster 2007, II, 136, no. B46). Based
on each of the piece dating it may concluded that the entire feature dates to
the second half – last 1st c. AD (Simonenko 2008, 15; Simonenko 2011, 40; V.
Mordvintseva and M. Trejster date the feature to the mid-third quarter of the
1st c. AD (Mordvintseva and Trejster 2007, II, 136).
The grave from the Sokolova Mogila barrow is a secondary burial in a
Bronze-date barrow with rectangular funerary pit. The deceased (woman) lay
extended on the back, head to WSW. Its rich furnishing included an oinochoe,
skyphos and silver spoon, a bronze situla, one ring, earrings, bracelets, collars,
brooches and golden dress appliques, bronze rings, two fans (flabella) with silver and bone handles, a bronze mirror with handle in the shape of a male’s face
with eastern facial features, sitting with legs crossed, a bone comb, to which
add many beads of semiprecious and glass stones, cauldron-shaped pendants, a
marble vessel, one of alabaster, a wheel thrown jug and dish, one censer, bowl
and box with wooden lid (Kovpanenko 1986, 9-110, Fig. 23-118; Simonenko
2008, 74-75, Pl. 103-111; Simonenko 2011, 220-225, cat. no. 110).
Most pieces date to the 1st c. AD, yet there are artifacts with a somewhat
broader chronological framing. Based on the dating of all these artifacts we believe that in G 3 from the Sokolova Mogila barrow, which included also a pyxis,
is dated, as previously mentioned, to the second half of the 1st c. AD (possibly the third quarter or last third) (See also Bârcă 2011, 10; Bârcă 2015, 41;
Simonenko 2011, 43-44) and not the first half as dated by G. T. Kovpanenko
(Kovpanenko 1986, 127).
The grave at Krasnopolka (T 424 G 2) is a secondary burial with the deceased (woman) placed with head to the north in a coffin made of a hollowed
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tree trunk (?). Beside the pyxis, the grave goods also included handmade and
wheel-thrown pottery, glass, quartz and carnelian beads, a golden link with
loop, bronze links, spindle weights, a rectangular mirror, yet also a Eggers 140
(Simonenko 2008, 68, cat. no. 81, Pl. 165; Simonenko 2011, 194, cat. no. 68;
Bârcă 2014a, 53-54) bronze casserole. Subsequent to the study of all casseroles
bearing the artisan’s stamp as well as the contexts of their find, it was reached
the conclusion that the production start of this casserole type must be placed
sometime in AD 5/10, while their cease sometime around AD 30/35, no later
than the end of Tiberius’s reign (Petrovszky 1993, 52-54). Nonetheless, a significant part of these casseroles were discovered on the entire duration of the
1st c. AD and early following century, as the case of the Sarmatian graves dated
to the end of the 1st c. AD – early 2nd c. AD (Cf. Kropotkin 1970, 95, no. 822;
Medvedev and Yefimov 1986, 84; Grosu 1990, 61; Simonenko 2008, 17, 71;
Bârcă 2001, 338; Bârcă 2006, 171; Bârcă 2009, 101-103; Bârcă and Symonenko
2009, 188; Simonenko 2011, 49-52).
Rectangular mirrors like the one in respective grave were very popular and
widely spread in most part of the Roman provinces of the 1st c. AD. Their majority come from 1st c. AD contexts and complexes, yet there are also cases when
they remained fashionable for a longer time span (For rectangular mirrors in the
Roman environment see Lloyd-Morgan 1977, 231-252; Lloyd-Morgan 1980, 97,
104; Lloyd-Morgan 1981, 145, 155; Lloyd-Morgan 1981a, 3-20). There is no information regarding the production of rectangular mirrors over the 2nd c. AD
(Lloyd-Morgan 1980, 97; Lloyd-Morgan 1981a, 3). In the north-Pontic Sarmatian environment, rectangular mirrors are part of graves dated mainly to the second half of the 1st c. – first decades of the 2nd c. AD (for the rectangular mirrors
in the Greek and Sarmatian environment from the north-Pontic space see Bârcă
2014a, 49-63 with complete bibliography, while for those in the Sarmatian environment of the Great Hungarian Plain (Istvánovits and Kulcsár 1993, 14).
The dating of the Krasnopolka grave may be placed most likely sometime
in the second half of the 1st c. – early 2nd c. AD.
The pyxides from Bădragii Vechi are part of the furnishing of two graves (T
20 G 1, T 27 G 1), which are secondary burials in Bronze Age barrows. The funerary pit of the grave in T 20 was trapezoid, while that of the grave in T 27 could
not delimited. The dead in T 20 G 1 was placed head to NNW, while that in T 27
G 1 was extended with head to NE (Cf. Bârcă 2006, 277, 283, Fig. 7/1, 17/1).
The grave goods of T 20 G 1 included beside the fragmentary pyxis, a glass
fragmentary bead, a bronze mirror with round, flat disc (while metal), fragments of an iron piece and a wheel-thrown cup (Bârcă 2006, 277-278, Fig. 7/26). The latter is identical with the specimens of type Knipovič 4(M), dated to
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the first two thirds of the 1st c. AD (Knipovich 1952, 296-297, Fig. 1/4), with
those of Robinson M 33 type, dated to the second half of the 1st c. - first half
of the 2nd c. AD (Robinson 1959, 87, Pl. 18, 62) and those belonging to form
Hayes 70 (Hayes 1985, 63, Pl. XIV/19). It is very similar also to the Robinson
G 28, G 70-71 (Robinson 1959, 25, Pl. 4, 62) type cups, dated to the first half of
the 1st c. AD and those of Robinson H 7 type, dated to the first half of the 2nd
c. AD (Robinson 1959, 47, Pl. 8, 68). Recipients of the type are part of the class
of terra sigillata orientales B, known in the specialty literature as “Samian” (see
in detail Hayes 1985, 49-70).
A somewhat richer furnishing had the grave in T 27, comprising a silver
fragmentary earring, a bronze brooch, several amber, agate, carnelian and
glass beads, a bronze casserole, the handle of a bronze vessel, a mirror and two
bronze plates, an iron knife, a bone cylindrical fragmentary piece, a spindle
weight, a handmade censer, a jar and a wheel-thrown cup (Cf. Bârcă 2006, 283285, Fig. 17-19).
The brooch is strongly profiled with inner chord and bilateral spring formed
of 12 coils and chord inserted under the bow. The bow was decorated with two
knobs: one towards the bow head and the other divides the bow from foot. The
latter has a small knob by the end, while the catchplate is trapezoid. The brooch
is made of two metal parts.
Regarding the peculiar strongly profiled brooch making of two metal pieces (brooch body, on one hand and the spring with pin on the other) it occurred
towards the end of the 1st c. AD and generalizes in the first decades of the 2nd
c. AD (Rustoiu, 1997, 54). Strongly profiled brooches made of two parts are
documented by the end of the 1st – early 2nd c. AD also in pre-Roman Dacia,
where they are Roman imports (Rustoiu 1997, 54).
The brooch from Bădragii Vechi has no identical parallel presently. However, since it has inner chord, we may assume it may be a product of a workshop
from the Barbaricum, possibly the eastern Getae-Dacian environment, where
workshops making them also functioned (Rustoiu 1997, 20-21).
The casserole in this grave belongs to type Eggers 142 and preserves on the
exterior handle part the stamp LAN II/I. Such casseroles were discovered in
various cultural environments throughout the Europe of the early Roman imperial period (Cf. Bârcă 2009, 103-104, with bibliography).
Based on the analysis of all casseroles bearing the artisan’s stamp as well as
the find contexts, R. Petrovszky concluded that their production started sometime in AD 35-40 and their cease in the 90’s of the 1st c. AD (Petrovszky 1993,
71). Based on the large number of such casseroles with the artisan’s stamp on the
handle, it was established they were mainly made in the workshops of the Ansii and
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Cipii in Capua (Campania) (Lund Hansen, 1987, 48-49; Petrovszky 1993, 69-71),
but also occasionally in Gaul (Petrovszky 1993, 69, 71). The stamp on the specimen from Bădragii Vechi belongs to artisan Lucius Ansius Epaphroditus making
vessels in Capua between AD 50/55 and 85 (Petrovszky 1993, 143, 144, 207).
Alike the Eggers 140 type casseroles, those of type 142 were used in some
cases for a long period of time, being also found in the 2nd c. AD.
As regards the dating of the grave at Bădragii Vechi, it dates, as mentioned,
to the end of the 1st c. – early 2nd c. AD (Bârcă 2001, 340; Bârcă 2006, 172,
283-285; Bârcă 2009, 104).
The grave at Dumeni (T 9 G 13) is a secondary burial in a Bronze Age barrow. The outline of the funerary pit, rectangular, was delimited only at skeleton
level, extended, with head to NE. The grave goods included beside the fragmentary pyxis, also a bronze brooch, an amber bead, four golden plates and one
leaf, a knife and iron sword with ring by the end of the grip and also 21 threewinged iron arrowheads (Grosu 1988, 84-85, Fig. 3/6-13, 15; Grosu 1990, 58,
Fig. 18B; Bârcă 2006, 161, 309-310, Fig. 51).
The brooch is strongly profiled with bilateral spring formed of 12 coils and
chord inserted under the bow. The bow is decorated with two knobs: one towards the bow head and the other divides the bow from foot. The foot exhibits
a small knob by the end, while the catchplate is trapezoid. The brooch is made
of two metal parts and is of small sizes (2.3 cm).
Brooches of the type are frequently present in the Geto-Dacian settlements
from the Siret river basin (Rustoiu 1997, 54), where workshops making such
brooches were operational (the settlements of Brad and Poiana, Rustoiu 1997,
20-21). Such brooches are frequent in the Geto-Dacian settlements and fortresses from south-east Transylvania (Rustoiu 1997, 54; Crişan 2000, 140, Pl.
114/8-10, 12), but also in that of Ocniţa (Berciu 1981, Pl. 20/1, 71/5, 82/7, 91/6,
11, 102/10-11, 16; Rustoiu 1997, 54, Fig. 62/14-20, 63/7). It was argued that
discussed brooches originate in the east-Carpathian Geto-Dacian environment
from where they reached also the north-Pontic Sarmatian environment (Bârcă
2006, 129; Bârcă 2011, 18). In addition, in the Sarmatian environment, finds of
brooches of the type mainly come from graves in the north-west territories of
the Black Sea22 . Such a brooch also comes from Olbia and other five from late
Scythian graves from Crimea (Kropotov 2010, 227-228, no. 16-20).
22

Except the brooches in the Sarmatian graves from T 3 at Kazanskaya (“Zolotoe kladbishche”
cemetery, on the right bank of the Kuban river) (Gushchna and Zasetskaya 1994, 42, cat. no.
22, Pl. 2/22), T 4 at Kolpachki (lower Volga region) (Sergatskov 2004, 109, Fig. 1/21) and
G9/1956 at Kobyakovo gorodishche on the right bank of the Danube mouths (Kropotov 2010,
228, no. 22).
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Chronologically, they emerged most likely by mid/second half of the 1st c.
AD and were fashionable until early 2nd c. AD. To this period also date the
Sarmatian graves with such brooches among the other artifacts classes specific
to the period (Bârcă 2006, 129-130; Kropotov 2010, 226, 227-228). In the Sarmatian graves of the first half of the 2nd c. AD such strongly profiled brooches
are missing) included in their furnishing.
As regards T 6 G 1 at Sladkovka, 1977 it dated to the Middle Sarmatian
period, alike most graves from this barrow cemetery (Cf. Maksimenko 1998).
The pyxides from presented finds have many parallels mainly in the Roman
provincial milieu (Davidson 1952, 136, Pl. 69, nr. 965, 137, Pl. 70, nr. 964; Alföldi 1957, 488, Pl. CXXXIV/14; Pleniscar-Gec 1972, Pl. CCX/6; Petru 1972,
Pl. IX/26, XV/1, LXI/4, LXIV/4, LXVIII/24, XCV/13; Marangou 1976, nr.
217, 125, Pl. 64/a, b; Goethert-Polaschek 1977, Pl. 3, 5, 9; Mackensen 1978,
Pl. 76/2; Béal and Feugère 1983, 115-126; Groh 1990, 17-23; Groh 1994, 187195; Bíró 1994, 41, 127, Pl. LI-LII; Deschler-Erb 1998, Band 27/1, 179-180, Pl.
44-45, Band 27/2, 332-333; Bíró et al. 2012, 17, 95-98). Such pieces are also
found among the finds from the Greek cities, the Bosporan Kingdom, the late
Scythian environment of Crimea and that Meotian of the Kuban region (Ivanova 1955, 407, Fig. 2; Sokol’skij 1971, 209, Pl. XXIX/14-15; XXX/14; Peters
1986, 68-70, 143-145, 177, Pl. XIV; Medvedev 2009, 170, Fig. 3/3; Medvedev
2011, Fig. 3/1, 4/12; Zhuravlev and Lomtandze 2002, 77, cat. nr. 289; Gushchina 1982, 26; Vysotskaya 1994, 98, 119, Pl. 5; Puzdrovskij 2007, 155-156, Fig.
133/12-15, 135/1-8, 136/1-2, 6-7; Marčenko and Limberis 2008, 309, cat. nr.
177.3, 181.2, Pl. 185/3, 190/2).
Typologically, bone pyxides from above Sarmatian finds belong, except for
the fragmentary specimen from Dumeni, to type 1a and 1b in J.-C. Béal and M.
Feugère’s classification (Béal and Feugère 1983, 116-117, Fig. 2-5). The piece in T
45 G 1 at Ust’-Kamenka (Fig. 3/2) belongs to type 1b, while the other complete
specimens are similar or close to those ascribed to type 1a. Chronologically, the
specimens in type 1a come mainly from 1st c. AD-contexts and complexes, yet
they are found as well in the first decades of the 2nd c. AD. To the second half
of the 1st – first decades/mid 2nd c. AD date the pyxides that may be ascribed
to type 1b (for the dating of the pyxides of the two types see: Davidson 1952,
136, Pl. 69, nr. 965, 137, Pl. 70, nr. 964; Alföldi 1957, 488, Pl. CXXXIV/14; Pleniscar-Gec 1972, Pl. CCX/6; Petru 1972, Pl. IX/26, XV/1, LXI/4, LXIV/4, LXVIII/24, XCV/13; Marangou 1976, nr. 217, 125, Pl. 64/a, b; Goethert-Polaschek
1977, Pl. 3, 5, 9; Mackensen 1978, Pl. 76/2; Béal and Feugère 1983,115-126; Groh
1990, 17-23; Groh 1994, 187-195; Bíró 1994, 41, 127, Pl. LI-LII; Deschler-Erb
1998, Band 27/1, 179-180, Pl. 44-45, Band 27/2, 332-333; Bíró et al. 2012, 17, 95-
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98). The latter are notable by the presence of a conical elongated profiled knob or
similar to the chess pawn in the centre of the lid (Cf. Béal and Feugère 1983,117,
Fig. 3/1b, 5). Concerning the fragmentary piece from the grave at Dumeni(Fig.
4/5), decorated with four horizontal lines, double, incised, it must be mentioned
that the decoration with incised lines on the body is found on a series of pyxides
from the ancient centres from the north of the Black Sea (Cf. Peters 1986, Pl.
XIV/9, 17, 20, 21), and also the Roman provincial environment (Cf. Bíró 1994,
41, Pl. LI/442; Bíró et al. 2012, 95, cat. no. 179).
Thus, based on the above notes, it may be concluded that bone pyxides from
the discussed Sarmatian graves are mainly Roman products. It is not excluded
that some are copies of the latter, being made in local workshops (north-Pontic), like at Panticapaeum23, from where, likely, some also reached the Sarmatians, Meotians and late Scythians. All Sarmatian graves with pyxides and
other import artifacts among the grave goods as well, date to the second half of
the 1st c. – early/first decades of the 2nd c. AD. Even more, those from the area
west of the Don are mainly part of the grave group which belonged to the new
wave of Sarmarians arriving to the north-Pontic area starting with mid 1st c.
AD from regions east of the Don (Bârcă and Symonenko 2009, 178; Simonenko 2008, 30; Simonenko 2011, 111). The graves in this group contain a series
of eastern elements and features (for elements specific to the new wave of Sarmatians arriving from the east in the north-Pontic area see Simonenko 2000,
133-144; Bârcă and Symonenko 2009, 99-203; Bârcă 2015, with complete bibliography), also noticeable in the case of graves with pyxides.
A careful analysis of all aspects also shows that these complexes form in the
second half of the 1st c. – first decades of the 2nd c. AD a local well-marked
cultural-chronological horizon.
Last but not least, the pyxides are part of funerary complexes from the period of major inflow of Roman artefacts in the Sarmatian environment, placed
between AD 60/70 – 120/130 (stage B2 in the Central-European chronology).
It corresponds to the political and military offensive of the Roman empire by
the Lower Danube, the establishment of the Roman province of Dacia and also
the power increase and more important role played by the Sarmatians in the
north and north-west Pontic territories.
As regards the graves with bone pyxides from the north-east Pontic area and
the territories east of the Don and Volga, they are from the Middle Sarmatian
period and chronologically frame closely or similarly with those from the area
23

It is argued that in the 1st – 2nd c. AD, bone pyxides production spread on general basis in the
towns from the north of the Black Sea. Cf. Peters 1986, 68.
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between the Don and Prut. In their case as well, there are many import artefact
classes present (brooches, pottery, amphorae, glass or bronze wares, etc.) which
are good dating elements, the deceased in some of these graves belonging to the
upper class of the Sarmatian society.
Typologically, the bone pyxides from the Sarmatian finds in the north-east
Pontic area and the territories east of the Don and Volga may be ascribed, alike
those from the west of the Don, to type 1a and 1b in J.-C. Béal and M. Feugère’s
(Béal and Feugère 1983, 116-117, Fig. 2-5) classification. The piece in T 20 at
Tiflisskaya (Tbilisskaya) (Fig. 5/4), belongs to type 1b, while the other complete specimens are similar or close to those framed in type 1a.
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Pixidele din os din mediul sarmatic nord și nord-vest pontic.
Observații pe marginea origini și datărilor
Rezumat

Subiectul articolului de faţă îl constituie analiza pixidelor din os descoperite într-o serie de morminte sarmatice din nordul și nord-vestul Mări Negre.
Fără a avea pretenţii de exhaustivitate, se încearcă o prezentare a mormintelor în care acestea au fost descoperite, dar și a mediilor culturale unde au fost
utilizate piese de toaletă similare. În urma analizei, autorul concluzionează că
pixidele din os descoperite în mormintele sarmatice din teritoriul nord-pontic
sunt, cu precădere, produse romane. Cu toate acestea, nu se exclude ca unele
dintre pixide să fi fost imitaţii ale celor dintâi, fiind realizate în atelierele locale (nord-pontice). Autorul constată că toate mormintele sarmatice în care s-au
descoperit pixide se datează, judecând după componenţa inventarelor acestora,
în a doua jumătate a sec. I – începutul/primele decenii ale sec. II p. Chr. De
asemenea s-a remarcat că acestea fac parte, cu precădere, din cadrul grupului
de morminte ce au aparținut noului val de sarmaţi veniţi în spaţiul nord-pontic începând cu mijlocul sec. I p. Chr. de la est de Don și că formează în doua
jumătate a sec. I – primele decenii ale sec. II p. Chr. un orizont cultural-cronologic local bine evidențiat. Nu în ultimul rând autorul remarcă că pixidele fac
parte din complexe funerare din perioada cu aflux major de artefacte romane
în mediul sarmatic, situată în intervalul cronologic cuprins între anii 60/70 –
120/130 p. Chr.
Cuvinte-cheie: sarmați, pixide, artefacte, importuri, morminte, spațiul nord și
nord-vest pontic, Imperiul Roman
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